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Our wide-range products and services serve
international clients including owners,
operators and financial companies.

Founded by Parham Zamani and Jesper Uhre Espensen,
OceanEXL offer tailored advice, industry expertise and
advanced intelligence services to owners, operators and
financial companies.
Our strong position in MENA and
the UAE region has given us a
regional advantage, which our
clients benefit from, as we bridge
international capital and markets
with domestic opportunities.
We provide international and
domestic industry leaders with
tailored advice and market research
and data.

We participate in international and
domestic tenders and are always up
to date with market projects and
biddings.
Our intelligence platform serves
global participants with the latest
state-of-art data and information,
giving our clients and users an
advantage and edge, navigating in
global shipping and capital markets.

At OceanEXL we advise our clients to solve
complex issues, make the right financial decisions
and develop sustainable maritime projects and
strategies.
Our business model is built around four complementary services:
shipbroking, advisory, capital markets and intelligence services. We believe
that our clients deserve the best advice supported by extensive research and
advanced market intelligence. We provide tailored services to our clients and
adapt to their needs in order to reach and fulfill their goals.
Together with our clients and their trust in our comprehensive consultancy,
we excel in a truly international and volatile market, as we are committed and
connected. Our integrity has always lead to good and engaging relations. Our
commitment has kept us from ever losing track of our clients' needs.
On a daily basis, OceanEXL employees work towards providing industrychanging solutions to our clients all around the globe, taking pride in solving
challenging problems that can have tangible impacts on global trade, energy,
and transportation.
Our culture is fast-paced, energetic, and innovative. We encourage each
other to think free and creatively and work on each employee’s own ideas
and projects that fuel their passion. Based in Business Bay, Dubai we are
located in the very center of global energy and maritime business. We work
to build an inclusive environment in which everyone, regardless of gender,
race, religion, age, or background, can do their best work and be themselves.
Our mission is to advance how we think about energy, trade, and
transportation via innovative and industry-changing solutions. We strive to
find the world’s best and brightest people to help make this future a reality.

LEADERSHIP

Parham Zamani

Jesper Uhre Espensen

Founder and Partner

Founder and Partner

Parham Zamani has comprehensive
experience within maritime and
finance industry. He has a degree in
shipping and experience at a top tier
shipbroking firm and a danish
investment company.

Jesper Uhre Espensen has experience
working as a shipbroker at a major
shipbroking and advisory firm and have a
degree in shipping, specialized in ship
transactions.

OUR SERVICES

Tailored advice on shipping markets
including sale and purchase, chartering,
finance and projects.

Guidance and consultancy throughout
the entire recycling project.

Intelligence services including insights
and analytics, research and financial
indices

We provide our valued clients with a list of services
including asset trading, chartering, projects and
finance. With a skilled team specialized within all
segments and offerings, we strive to be your preferred
partner.

Our dedicated recycling brokers work closely with
recycling yards across the world in major steel hubs.
With an awareness of the life-cycle of commercial
vessels, we provide thorough consultancy on when to
scrap, benefitting our clients the most.

Covering segments such as container, tankers, bulk and
specialized tonnage, we confidently advise our clients
on all projects and markets.

We do not only act as brokers connecting scrap buyers
and shipowners, but we also act as mediators ensuring
a smooth, safe, and reliable transition from ownership
to the yard, offering clear guidance on the whole
process from start to the end, having your best interest
in mind.

Ocean EXL Intelligence is an easy-to-use platform with
the most necessary intelligence for anyone in asset
trading, chartering, capital markets and risk
management-related operations. Provided and
supported only by OceanEXL data and carefully chosen
market information to ensure reliable intelligence,
anywhere, at any time.

Find out more >

Find out more >

With our in-house developed Intelligence platform, our
clients get access to the latest insights and analytics
within all segments together with research and
financial indices.

Find out more >

SPECIALIZED SEGMENTS

With a skilled team specialized within all segments
and offerings, we are capable of providing a profound
service.
Our team is highly specialized within four major segments including: Container/MPP,
Tankers and Chemical vessels, Bulk carriers and specialized tonnage. With experience
in the major segments, we can take all variables into consideration when assessing a
project and provide our clients with ideas, strategies and opportunities in order for
our clients to be up to date with the latest market trends.
We provide consultancy within sale and purchase transactions, long and short-term
chartering and tailored specialized projects. We guide our clients from A to B and
making sure that our clients benefit the most from every project.

Container and MPP
sale and purchase
and chartering.

Tankers and Chemical
vessels sale and
purchase and
chartering

Dry Bulk sale and
purchase and
chartering

Specialized and
renewables projects

CAPITAL MARKETS

OceanEXL Capital is passionately
involved in the capital markets
within maritime and energy
securities with an outstanding
position in research, and trading
equities
and
commodities
through our in-house managed
portfolio.
With case-driven research and
cyclical trading philosophy, we
focus on mid to long-term
trades while facilitating our
analysis’ to clients through our
intelligence platform.

Equity Research

Sales & Trading

We strive to provide accurate and timely
research articles to clients and users of the
Intelligence platform. All our research is well
thought out and prepared using the latest
information
and
state-of-the-art
technology. Exclusively focusing on shipping
and energy securities with a mid to longterm horizon. All research articles are
available through the OceanEXL Intelligence
platform
together
with
our
recommendations and ratings.

Using the latest state-of-the-art trading
technology and our comprehensive
analysis tools together with various other
trusted market information sources, we
manage and trade both listed and OTCtraded securities for our in-house
portfolio. We use a cyclical trading
philosophy, finding value in equities and
commodities worldwide before gaining
momentum. As we manage our in-house
portfolio, we have the freedom to execute
trades which we truly believe in, risking
only our own capital.

Find out more >

Find out more >

Our office is based in Dubai, United Arab
Emirates. For general enquiries, job
opportunities, internship, legal matters or other,
you can contact us using the following details:
OCEAN EXL FZCO
P.O. Box: 251756, One by Omniyat Tower, 18th
Floor, Business Bay, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Tel: +971 50 902 2068
Tel: +971 50 902 2038
admin@oceanexl.com

www.oceanexl.com

